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Kia Ora …   Tena Koutou, Tena Koutou, Tena Tatau KatoaDelighted to see you all to here you all this morning,  to meet with you  and talk about talk. We hope to share our early insights and experiences with Talking Matters, to explain why talk matters so much in the early years and why everyone has a role to play to ensure our babies are wrapped around with language. �First though we must thank the NEXT board and team – such a positive and  flexible funding partner. We are delighted to be collaborating with you on our common aspiration to improve the lives of our little people. Like to introduce the TM team here with me today – Emma Q, Huhana, Ana; each leading action, bringing families, whanau, partners on board. On their work that this story rests.Talking Matters is a campaign to encourage us to talk more and differently to babies and young children. We promote the importance of early oral language in young children's development – by bringing parents and whanau together with family, health and wellbeing services, education providers, schools, researchers and community groups. How did I get here focused on toddlers and talk?  Surprise to me. high school english teacher.  I went on to become an adult literacy specialist. There was an endless pipeline of young learners coming my way who had not had their needs met. I wasn’t interested in small children. UNTIL two things happened:An ‘aha’ moment by a former childrens commissioner.  who talked about the 5 year olds that he saw that only had the capability of a 3 year old- whose life chances were compromised early. Working as manager, literacy for COMETeducation trust, commited to equity, could take up this challenge.  The Winston Churchill Scholarship – looked at an adult literacy collective impact and came back saying that we needed to focus on toddlers talk We can do better, we used to do better.  What’s happening is the stakes are so much greater now, earlier. 



Van Hees, J. (2011). "The expressive realities of five-and six-year old students in Year 1 and 2 classes in 
low-socio-economic schools." SET 43: 47-54

Some children start school able to 
use 6,000 words. 

Other five year olds are starting school 
with 3,000 fewer words in their 
language tool box than other kids. 

What’s the challenge
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This is the challenge … Early language is an equity issue. Some children starting at school with language and communication skills more typical of three-year-olds. Children with low oral language are more likely to live in challenging circumstances, in low-socio economic communities. Early language is a key contributor to the achievement gap between poorer and more affluent families Local research in Tamaki of 120 pre-schoolers. Multiple sources of data has shown that they had demonstrably low language. Found that when they went to school they had a lot of language troubles but the families were reporting that the kids were fine, when they were notExpectation was low…..  Simple language rather than stretch language.Research tells us language differences start early. By 8 months, the extent to which children are pointing to things and being interested in things actually indicates what their vocabulary might be like at 2yrs.Vocabulary at school start has a clear connection to what their education and social outcomes are going to be laterWhat is causing this challenge?Family structure  – fewer adults to interact with, fewer siblingsWorking parents, busier – less time to interact and talkPoverty – stress makes interaction and talk challenging, when trying to put food on table Screens, no doubt there is a revolution going on in the 10 years since the iphone The pace is picking up for children, more is expected earlier at schools > Diversity – different experiences, cultural dimensions  �We know the consequence of not having the optimum learning and literacy, the consequence is greater>> Kids who start ahead, stay ahead…. 



Every family in the world talks 
to their child 

What science is telling us: 
Babies are born learning
Early experiences shape their brain 

Back and forth talk makes the difference 

Toxic stress affects developing brains 

Talking matters

Source: Centre on the Developing child https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/inbrief-science-of-ecd/
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The early years really matter for talk, because this is when the pathways for learning are formed in a baby’s brain. 1. Babies are born learning, actively learning, seeking to communicate. Their brain is a dynamic work in progress700 neural pathways a second.   Born with hundreds of millions . At the age of 2 a child has twice as many connections compared to an adult.The main networks are in place by the time a child is 3 years old. 80% of the adult brain has developed by thenWhat grows brains best? consistent, responsive, loving care grows great brains. Talking Matters’ essential message is not new – all families talk to babies. When we say talking we mean: read, sing, play, tell stories and listen, body language All cultures started out oral. Talk comes first.  Now Neuroscience is confirming and building on what Nanas know … 2. It’s interaction that makes the difference: serve and return, back and forth conversations shape babies ‘brain and language skillsEveryone can play a part:  person who interacts, talks, tells stories, reads, sings plays a part. For very small children, the optimal condition is a stable loving adult who responds to baby’s needs>> Brand new insights from 0-3 conference in DenverVocabulary at 18 months predicts reading abilities at 8 – to have a strong early vocab, need adults to name things the child is interested in, describe the world and stretch what the child knows.The conversations the children experienced between 18 and 24 months correlate with IQ, verbal comprehension, vocabulary, and other language skills in adolescence. The amount their parents talked to them was important, but the amount they talked with them (serve and return) was even more important. 3. Toxic stress is not good for the developing brain. An important element of toxic stress for young children is a lack of responsive relationships.  It can lead to lifelong problems in learning, behaviour, and physical and mental health.



' Language is the tool of the tools'
Lev S. Vygotsky 
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Early talk also helps us name and manage our feelings and regulate our behaviorLanguage is a keystone for pro social behaviors like taking turns, listening, sharing, helping. A lot of interest in socio emotional development and talking is a key partTalk enables us to build relationships and to ask for help, to ask questions of the world, to develop a sense of humourAnd to tell our story of who we are, where we come from, how we fit in. Talk with knowledgeable older person is what gives us words in our head that enable us to learn to read – and eventually to write, to have the capacity to record our own stories. Talk is the pathway to literacy and life-long learningAnd talk is more important now than ever … we’re told 65% of the jobs in 2030 haven’t yet been invented …  talk, communication and emotional intelligence are the skills that will keep people in work.



Parent Impact: Coaching + Technology
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One of Talking Matters key key interventions is Coaching alongside LENA technology – language environment analysis.  LENA device – recorder in a vest. It delivers information direct to families.The data is accompanied by sensitive coaching from people the families really relate to. Early indicators are it has a powerful impact.The LENA recorders were trialled at Granger Grove last year – it’s a residential parenting programme run by the Anglican Trust for Women and Children. Let’s hear from the four mums who were first to use LENA and Talking Matters coaching in New Zealand. 

https://vimeo.com/292620942
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Developing resources & Community action

Improve children’s 
language by school start, 
enabling them  to thrive 
as thinkers, talkers and 
readersThe campaign 
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TM is campaign, a movement. No one way to increase talk, to promote talking more and talking differently. Depends on context. �Our theory of change – everyone has a part to play. We will enhance children’s language and life chances when: family facing services provide language rich environments and intentionally focus on talk in their practice early language is recognized as an ingredient in family and whanau wellbeingcommunities find ways to provide language rich environments Families recognize that talking more and talking differently is something they can do to give their kids a great start Regardless of where they live, where they were born, what language they speak, how much they earnWe are still a startup � 



Service Impact: Le Malelega ECE
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We have also been working with family and early childhood services to trial ways to promote talk.Le Malelenga, a Samoan bilingual ECE in Mangere, looked for low cost/ no cost way of connecting with families around talk. Let’s hear from them about how small changes have made a big impact[PLAY] 

https://vimeo.com/292622828
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Impact and learning
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We are now building on what we’ve learned about the impact of combining LENA technology and whanau coaching> So far - 54 families have used LENA, 26 currently using. In cohort just finished, all of them enhanced talk at home - 1/3 more words, 1/3 more turns, all less TVFamilies really respond. We’ve developed a strength based way of working based on LENA data and responsive coaching Tuakana/Teina + whanau to whanau makes it stickyOur unique value add is to make the connection between attachment, early language and early literacy. This is expanding people’s awareness LEARNING >> we’ve got to shine a light on how a focus on talk supports whanau aspirations for children and enables services to deliver best quality support to families. Putting this with a cultural frameworkWe’ve just started LENA GROW – same technology but for use in ECE centres; quality language environment in babies’ and toddlers’ rooms, enhanced teacher capability.  � 



Community Impact: Families talking to families 
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KEY FINDING – Granger Grove and Talking Matters to Tamaki families are actively going out to family members & coaching, modelling & demonstrating why this matters.Let’s listen to Treens and Pauline, talking about this ripple effect on their extended families and community.[PLAY]

https://vimeo.com/295283149


Talk is everybody’s business 

Parents

Whanau

Community

Services

Government & Funders   

www.talkingmatters.org.nz @TalkMattersNZ@TalkingMattersNZ

Join us! 

Infant mental health
Family wellbeing
Ready for school
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Talk is everybody’s business - Right now we’ve got a unique opportunity with the child wellbeing framework review and the review of early learningWant to get talk on the agenda, high up the child wellbeing agendaWe want recognition for its centrality, early in life. Programmes in ECE at age 3 are good but insufficient - Currently most early language initiatives focus on 3-5 year olds and school readiness. We’ve also jumped straight to reading, we’ve jumped over the importance of early talk and communication. 0-3 and early, responsive talk are the missing pieces in early childhood educationWe also …Want backing from  community, philanthropy, businessWant increased government focusNeed researchers – very little done on babies – two home grown in the roomHere is our challenge to you … What can you, though your role to enable language rich environments? How can you support families and reduce their stress so they have the bandwidth to interact and talk?What can you do to influence teacher education practice, social work practice?How could you help us to connect child development, health and education on this issue language is a public health issue. What can you do to take this message - talk more and talk differently to your babies and toddlers - to the families in your communities  

http://www.talkingmatters.org.nz/
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